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Abstract--The inherent reflective symmetry of the human body allows the orientation of positions and 
movements relative to its median plane. In addition, the body may be oriented symmetrically in space, 
relative to defined irections. Such orientations are easily definable inEW movement otation. A number 
of types of symmetry are distinguished, and these are demonstrated through notation, pictures and verbal 
descriptions. These relatively simple symmetries are applied to the Chinese martial art of T'ai Chi Chuan, 
with the aim of obtaining a clearer idea of "how symmetrical" it is, a contribution to the comparison 
of styles. A similar treatment could be employed inrelation to other kinds of human movement, including 
dance. A more sophisticated analysis would result from the fuller exploitation of the concepts of EW 
movement otation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Reflective symmetry is an inherent condition of the physical structure of the human body and its 
motor behaviour. The body is capable of adopting countless positions in which its corresponding 
paired members (arms, legs and their parts) are distributed in bilateral symmetry about the median 
plane (the vertical plane which passes through the centre of the trunk and divides the body into 
the right and left halves). In simple cases, this basic symmetry of structure allows for definition 
of the orientation of the parts of the body in relation to the median plane. In addition, the body 
may be perceived as oriented symmetrically in space, in relation to specified axes and directions. 
Both of these orientative descriptions can be simply and efficiently achieved in EW 
(Eshkol-Wachman) movement notation [1]. In the approach which underlies this notation, 
positions of the body are analysed as deviations from a quasi-arbitrary s mmetrical stance: upright 
standing, arms downward with palms facing the body, feet parallel. This zero position is 
symmetrical bout a plane from which, together with the horizontal plane, all directions are derived 
and measured. The system of reference based on this conception is a system of spherical 
coordinates; the joint of each limb is regardedas the centre of a sphere; all directions in space are 
defined according to the spherical coordinate system. Furthermore, all of these imaginary spheres 
are reproductions of a single spherical system inasmuch as they are all oriented alike--i.e. "zero 
directions" are parallel, and (therefore) all directions identified by the same numerical label are also 
parallel. 
Symmetrical positions of the body are among the phenomena which can be expressed in the most 
simple and concise manner in terms of EW notation. Movements of paired limbs in which their 
trajectories are symmetrical with respect to the body's median plane, are given symbolic 
representation with equal ease. Because EW notation relates these events to time as well as to space, 
it is also well-suited for describing sequences of movement in which symmetrical positions of paired 
limbs are not assumed simultaneously but in sequence. Similarly, a passage of movement may be 
described which occurs symmetrically in successive repetitions. These are the most simple cases 
expressible in the symbols of the notation. 
The types of symmetry referred to in this paper are as follows: 
(1) Bilateral symmetry of positions. Positions are distinguished in which the axes of 
the limbs are symmetrical relative to the median plane: the amount of horizontal 
deviation of paired limbs from the median plane is equal and in opposite 
senses, vertical deviation remains constant and equal, and the parts are rotated 
equally and oppositely about their axes. (Unequal rotated states in correspond- 
ing paired members can be defined; the overall position would then be partially 
symmetrical.) 
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(2) Bilateral symmetry of movements. The trajectories of the movements of corres- 
ponding paired limbs are symmetrical relative to the median plane. Symmetrical 
movements always imply symmetrical positions. (The converse is not true, 
however, since symmetrical positions can be reached by means of asymmetrical 
movements.) 
(3) Sequential bilateral symmetry of positions. As for type (1), except that the 
positions of the paired limbs are reached at a different moment in time. 
(4) Sequential bilateral symmetry of movements. A movement or series of movements 
occurs symmetrically, first in one defined relation to the median plane and then 
in the bilaterally symmetrical relation to it and in the corresponding paired limbs. 
(5) Sequential symmetry of directions. The same movements are performed, or 
positions reached, in different directions in symmetrical relation to a given axis 
on the horizontal plane. 
(6) Translation. The same series of movements i performed at different locations, 
at different moments in time, as a result of transport of the body (i.e. by means 
of steps etc.). 
In most movements of the body there is at least some symmetry. In the present context, the term 
partial symmetry is used when most parts of the body move symmetrically or are in symmetrical 
positions, with only minor exceptions. 
Finer distinctions could be made, by using other concepts implicit in EW notation. For example, 
movements of limbs not of the same pair may be characterized as symmetrical movements with 
respect to the angular definition of their trajectories. Again, the plane of symmetry may be distorted 
by physical curving or torsion resulting from (definable) movements of the trunk, without this 
preventing the use of the concept and symbolization of symmetry in relation to the trunk itself. 
The relatively simple symmetries described above will be applied to a short form of the Chinese 
martial art of T'ai Chi Chuan [2]. This constitutes a style of movement of non-aggressive character 
compared to the so-called "harder" martial arts; the movements are usually performed slowly, and 
no striking or other physical contact is involved. It is of combative origin, and is not primarily 
or deliberately aesthetic. It does not immediately appear preponderantly s mmetrical, but has 
obviously symmetrical elements. The form is considered in the light of the criteria outlined above, 
and it may be possible to obtain thereby an idea of "how symmetrical" it is, in a non-colloquial 
sense. This would be a contribution to the comparison of styles. It appears that longer forms of 
T'ai Chi Chuan contain more repetition, which necessarily implies either identities patterned in 
time, or sequential symmetries. 
2. TYPES OF SYMMETRY 
The different ypes of symmetry enumerated above, will be demonstrated through notation, 
sketches and verbal descriptions, in examples taken from the T'ai Chi form. The form will then 
be examined, and the successive units of action ("postures") will be related to these types of 
symmetry. 
EW movement notation provides a more exact, unambiguous and concise description of the 
positions and movements than can be done using words and pictures. Use of the concept of 
symmetry (denoted in the notation by the symbol $), not only enhances the conciseness of the score, 
but also brings out a specific definable formal aspect of the subject matter of the notated record: 
relations between parts of the body, and of the ways in which these are changed. See Fig. 1. 
$ 
Fig. 1. The rotational symmetry ofthe T'ai Chi T'u diagram (shown in its clockwise and counterclockwise 
forms) signifies the continuous balance of increase and decrease ofyin and yang: as yin increases, yang 
decreases by the same amount, and vice versa [3]. The EW symbol on the right is used in notating both 
bilaterally symmetrical positions and movements. Their coincidental resemblance may help us to bear in 
mind that both symbols are related to events developing in time as well as to static phenomena. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Bilateral symmetry of positions. (b) Bilateral symmetry of movement. 
The first two examples are from the initial movements of the T'ai Chi "Standard Short Form", 
and are the least complex of the whole sequence. 
( I ) Bilateral symmetry of positions 
The position [Fig. 2(a)] would be described in an instruction book of T'ai Chi in terms such as 
the following: 
"Standing erect, facing forward. The head is up. The arms and hands hang at the sides. The chest is not 
held up or forced out. The left foot is the distance of a step to the left, the foot pointing straight ahead; 
the right foot is parallel to it." 
Below, the position is shown in EW notation; beside ach limb group a verbal indication isgiven 
of the information contained in Scheme 1: 
I=45 o 
bond 
Carrn 
up. arm 
hand ~ 
Corm 
up, arm 
Upper ~-~ 
body 
Leg 
~- foot Leg  
foot 
Front ~ 
Left' arm in the position bilaterally symmetrical to the right. 
Right arm hanging downward at the side of the body, thumb side forward. 
Upper body upright but slightly curved in the sagittal plane. 
Right leg in the position bilaterally symmetrical to the left leg. 
Left leg parted from the right, to the left of the latter in the lateral plane. The 
foot is in full contact with the ground, and faces forward ("north"). 
The orientation of the whole body is towards "north". 
Scheme 1 
Note. "North" in T'ai Chi parlance is a direction chosen as the front to which all other directions (south, east etc.) are 
referred. The same function is served in EW notation by "absolute (0)". 
(2) Bilateral symmetry of movements 
See Figs 2(a, b). The movements follow the position described in the preceding example. In 
textbook terms, this would be described somewhat as follows: 
"Allow your arms to rise in front of you to a point about shoulder height, as if your wrists were being 
drawn upward by invisible strings. One hand is in front of each shoulder. Keep the hands loosely as 
you raise the arms. Elbows are slightly bent. When the wrists reach shoulder height, the palms 
straighten." 
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Left  
arm 
$ 
P [ ]  
Righ~ (Z) 
arm v 
Scheme 2 
The two columns of EW notation (Scheme 2) show how the arms are raised forward, rotating 
equally and in opposite senses about their longitudinal axes, until the axis of the unstretched arm 
is straight forward from the shoulders, in bilateral symmetry relative to the body's median plane 
and the direction in which the body is oriented ("north"). The hands are shown to hang passively 
during this movement, and only afterwards raised to continue the line formed by the arm. 
(3) Sequential bilateral symmetry of positions 
In a notation which consists of the description of a sequence of positions only, such as the 
positions arrived at, at the close of "postures" in T'ai Chi Chuan (cf. the sequence of positions 
in Ref. [4, pp. 14-20]), an overall position of the body which is bilaterally symmetrical to the 
preceding overall position can be denoted by a symmetry symbol applied to all parts of the 
body simultaneously. In the example (illustrated in Fig. 3), the second column of the notation 
(Scheme 3) indicates the bilateral symmetry of the positions fully notated in the first column; and 
the third column indicates the bilateral symmetry of the positions in the second--i.e, identity with 
the first column. 
(4) Sequential bilateral symmetry of movements 
The movements written out in full in the score show the passage from the position shown on 
the left of Fig. 4 (see preceding notation examples), to a position (fourth from left) in which all 
paired parts of the body are in bilateral symmetry to the first, relative to the median plane and 
($ )  ($)  
[2 
Left  (3) 
arm 
Right m! 
arm 0 
Fig. 3. Sequential bilateral symmetry of positions. 
Head 
Upper 
body 
Leg 
n- foot 
Leg 
._I 
foot 
t_o 
(1-) 
(,) 
Ig) 
T 
Scheme 3 
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Fig. 4. Sequential bilateral symmetry of movements, 
also in relation to "west" [in EW notation: (6)]. The intervening movements by no means represent 
the shortest possible path between these two states; the actual movements include the following. 
Bending of the right leg and straightening of the left (causing a shift of weight onto the right 
foot), so that the ball of the foot can be raised from the ground and then returned with the foot 
now pointing "southwest"--notated (5);at the same time the upper body is turned to face in the 
same direction; the leg movements return the weight o the left foot. The right foot is then released 
and brought near the left, the ball lightly touching the ground near it before stepping out to the 
"northwest", notated (7), contact with the ground being heel-first, as the body begins to turn to 
the right• During the whole of the foregoing, the arms are brought into a formation "as if holding 
a large ball", with the right hand in front of the lower abdomen and the left above it, in front of 
the chest, their palms facing each other. Finally, as the right foot is brought into full contact with 
the ground, pointing "west", the right leg flexes and the left straightens, the upper body completes 
its turn towards "west", and the arms are brought into positions bilaterally symmetrical to those 
of the starting position (see Scheme 3) the trajectories of the hands being such as to allow the palms 
to pass close to one another. 
All of this is notated in detail in Scheme 4. 
The passage is enclosed between extended ouble barlines, the first marked with two points, 
indicating repetition of the whole from that moment; the symmetry symbol at the end of the 
marked passage indicates that in executing the repeat, all movements of each side are now 
performed by the corresponding paired limbs of the other, in bilateral symmetry to the original 
(explicitly written) movements. Compare the last four stages ketched in Fig. 4 with the first four. 
,2, 
Left  T 
arm ~J 
[;] 
'6'4] 
Right 
arm 
[;] 
$ 
(3) 
Head 
Upper 
body 
leg 
"~ foot 
Leg 
"d foot 
) ) E,J 
=~. 
) )  
(~) 
(7)S 
(gl 
=7 
) 
T 
) ?  
Scheme 4 
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Ordinary forward walking is an everyday example of this type of symmetry. The shorthand sign 
for a step in EW notation is S (without points); a number in parentheses indicates the direction 
on the horizontal plane. 
Note. A practised reader of movement notation would easily recognize a symmetrical passage 
in a score written in full detail--i.e, one in which use was not made of the symmetry symbol. The 
use of the symbol is appropriate either for conciseness, orwhen it is wished to emphasize this aspect 
of the movement material. 
(5) Sequential symmetry of fronts 
If a passage of movement is repeated in such a way that in its second occurrence the body faces 
in a new direction, this will be an instance of rotational symmetry on the horizontal plane. In the 
notation, this will be seen as some integral rotation of front, together with a repetition of the 
passage, indicated by its enclosure within extended ouble barlines marked with double points. 
(The movement sequence may itself be either symmetrical or asymmetrical.) 
(6) Translation 
If, as is very frequently the case, the simple repetition of a passage of movement results in the 
second occurrence of the movements taking place in a new region of the floor space, this 
progression will be an instance of translatory symmetry, regardless of whether the movement 
sequence itself is symmetrical s in the two forward steps in this notation (Scheme 5): right, then 
left; or asymmetrical s in sideways tepping: open, close (as occurs in the tenth posture of the 
Standard Short Form). It is expressed in the notation as simple repetition, indicated by double bar 
lines enclosing the passage to be repeated and marked with double points. 
Some parts of the body may move symmetrically while others do not; for instance, the leg 
movements may be in bilateral symmetry while the arms execute new movements during each cycle. 
Or, two overall positions of the body may be symmetrical, but with some variation. Such cases 
of partial symmetry would be shown by the symmetry symbols for the appropriate limbs, while 
the new material is written explicitly. The example (Scheme 6), taken from Cheng Man-Ching's 
short form [5, 6], shows two positions in which the second is bilaterally symmetrical with the first 
in all respects, except hat the palm of the right hand is turned upward instead of downward. 
It can be baffling to search for logic among the actions of T'ai Chi Chuan (when proficiently 
performed), as they melt one into another in a single, almost uninterruptedly smooth stream of 
movement. This evanescence is, however, captured in the symbols of movement notation, and 
Right 
Leg 
Left  
Leg 
(O)S 
=T 
(0)$ 
=T 
Scheme 5 
$ 
,e),o,l 
Left  (~) 
arm 
(23 .'~ (6)& 
Right ~'~ 
orrn ,", 
Upper 
body '~ 
 Leg (,) 
= foot (~) 
= Leg (~,)'8' I
-~ foot (~1.-)1 
Scheme 6 
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correspondences and contrasts can then be detected among the graphic symbols pread over a few 
pages of manuscript. A practised reader of EW movement notation relies upon the possibility of 
scanning such a score and noting the formal interrelations. When instances of a specific formal 
aspect (such as symmetry) are searched for, the data can be extracted from the notated record, and 
summed up in a table such as the one shown in the Appendix. 
Following this procedure in the case of the T'ai Chi Standard Short Form, 53 instances of 
symmetry were identified, 28 of them complete and 25 partial. Thirteen of the symmetries were 
translation. As has been noted, bilaterally symmetrical movements always entail bilaterally 
symmetrical positions, and this explains why all 10 cases of sequential bilateral symmetry of 
movements are associated with sequential bilateral symmetry of positions. It is noteworthy that 
there are no instances here of the converse: bilaterally symmetrical positions reached by means of 
asymmetrical movements. 
Positions with non-sequential bilateral symmetry are found to be reached by means of 
non-sequential (concurrent) bilateral symmetry of movements in almost all of the seven instances 
identified. The exception is the first posture ("Preparation"), which begins and ends with bilateral 
symmetry but passes from one to the other by asymmetrical movement. 
The eighth posture, "Grasp bird's tail", is regarded by proponents as the basis of T'ai Chi Chuan 
[5, p. 118]. It is the only posture in which symmetries of all six types are detectable, albeit partially. 
In 6 out of the 26 postures, no symmetry was discovered--neither within the posture itself, nor 
in relation to any other posture of the form. 
A more thorough study of the form would include an examination of the leg movements alone, 
and of the movements of the upper part of the body alone (torso, head and arms), with regard 
to their symmetry or lack of it. Other styles of T'ai Chi Chuan would be studied in a similar way, 
and could then be compared. 
Notated records of three forms of T'ai Chi Chuan have been made as part of a research project 
at the Research Centre for Movement Notation at Tel Aviv University [2, 4]. 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A treatment such as the foregoing could be employed in relation to other fields of human 
movement, including the art of movement, dance. As already indicated, a more sophisticated and 
rigorous analysis could result from the fuller exploitation of the EW spherical system of reference 
with its multiple axes of symmetry, rotated states of limbs and symmetry about a non-rectilinear 
line of symmetry. With the aim of presenting the approach in as simple a manner as possible, this 
paper has been limited to a small number of types of symmetry, and applying them to a single 
sub-style of one area of human movement. However, even in the light of this relatively superficial 
and limited survey, it is evident hat the concepts of movement underlying EW movement notation 
can serve as a powerful tool in the study of symmetry aspects of movement. 
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APPENDIX  
A Table of  Symmetrical Correspondences Between the Postures of the T'ai Chi Chuan Standard Short Form 
t , .  4.* 
I,PREPARATION 
2, BEGINNING 
S, MILD HORSE 
PARTS MANES 
4,WHITE STORK 
SPREADS WINOS 
5. BRUSH KNEE k 
TWIST STEP 
6, PLAY FIDDLE 
7,REPULSE THE 
MONKEY 
S. ORASP S IRD'S 
TAIL 
9,SINGLE WHIP 
IO,WAVE HANDS 
LIKE CLOUDS 
II,SINGLE WHIP 
12,HIGH PAT ON 
HORSE 
|3,KICK WITH 
RIGHT FOOT 
14,STRIKE EARS 
WITH FISTS 
15,KICK WITH 
LEFT FOOT 
16,CREEP DOWN 
17,COCK STANDS 
ON ONE LES 
18,CREEP DOWN 
19,COCK STANDS 
ON ONE LES 
20,FAIR LADY AT 
SHUTTLES 
21,NEEDLE AT 
8F.A BOTTOM 
22,FAN THROUGH 
SACK 
23,TURN) STRIKE) 
PFJ~RY) PUNCH 
24,APPARENT 
CLOSE UP 
25,CROSS HANGS 
26,CONCLUSION 
I 
"1"26 
t t ]  
i 
[ t ]  I t ]  [t~] 
[~] 
[ t ]  
[~15]  i r iS )  [ t15]  [~15]  
[~13]  [~13]  [ t I3 ]  [~13]  
• 18+19 ~18+19 ~lE+19 ~18+19 
~1S+19 ~IS+19 ~lS+19 ~lS+19 
I t ]  i t ]  [ t ]  
[~) ( t )  
t('2 
6 7 10 10 6 13 
2 
2 
3 
0 
3 
0 
3 
5 
1 
3 
1 
0 
4 
2 
4 
4 
4 
5 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
3 
"53 
It is customary among teachers of T'ai Chi Chuan to divide the form into short sequences of movement referred to as 
"postures". The picturesque names of all postures in the Standard Short Form are given in order on the left of the table, 
and numbered from 1 to 26. The types of symmetry attributed to each arc indicated on the same line, by asterisks • placed 
in the appropriate columns allotted to the types of symmetry indicated at the head of the table. Thus, only bilateral 
symmetry of positions is attributed to posture No. 1, "Preparation"; whereas posture No. 2, "l~ginning", has bilateral 
symmetry of movements a well. The first posture is the only case here in which bilateral symmetry of positions i not linked 
with bilateral symmetry of movements; i.e. the positions wore reached by means of asymmotrieal movement. 
The whole S~luencc of postures was notated (as in the scha~.os given in the main text). Iml~ction of the resulting score 
permits easy identification of the different types of symmetry posited. The divisions according to the postures have mostly 
been adhered to, both "horizontally", i.e. not dividing the sequences of movement at other moments in time; nor 
"vertically", e.g. not treating movement of the upper part of the body separately from the leg movements. Divisions could 
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be made so as to permit more complete correspondences; here, wherever the symmetry is incomplete, the related postures 
are noted as "partial symmetries", indicated in the table by the use of square brackets [.]. In one case, by regarding two 
postures as a single sequence, full symmetry was established (postures 16-19). This is the only point at which the limits 
of a posture have been ignored. 
Sequential symmetries may be in immediate succession, ormay be obtained between postures separated by other postures. 
In the latter case the number of the related posture is given following the asterisk. For example, posture No. 9 ("Single 
whip"), is related by translation to No. 11. This is shown as .11 in the column allotted to translation. 
The numbers in the extreme right-hand column indicate the number of different symmetries attributable toeach posture; 
and the bottom line shows how many instances of each type of symmetry were distinguished over the whole form. 
